
2023 VOLUNTEER COMMITTEES
SCORING SERVICES

Scoring Control: Committee is essential in the scoring of the tournament utilizing radio communication and computers.

Scoring Tent + Player Statistics: Collect scorecards, check addition, and make sure players turn in their cards. Also, collect player 
statistic cards from each caddie.

Standard Bearers: Accompany each professional grouping during play and display their scores on a standard sign. Must be able to 
carry a standard sign (approx. 5-7 lbs.) and walk 18 holes without a break.

Walking Scorers: Responsibilities include keeping score on handheld device and reporting scores to scoring control by radio. Must 
be able to walk 18 holes in all types of weather conditions. Full golf knowledge is required, and pre-event training is mandatory.

PLAYER SERVICES
Caddie Services: Responsible for registration, caddie bib distribution/pick-up and providing general services for the LPGA Tour 
caddies during the event.

Driving Range + Practice Areas: Responsible for managing and maintaining the driving range and practice areas. Duties include 
bagging and distributing range balls and making sure range name panels are properly managed.

Marshals: Provide ball spotting to players and control the movement and conversations of spectators; on-course active position. 
The committee is also responsible for handling the movement of the players during an evacuation. Requirements: Must be able to 
stand for long periods of time.

Player Transportation: Assist with the inventory and control the distribution and retrieval of approximately 130 official tournament 
vehicles. Must have valid driver’s license. Volunteers must be able to work during the week prior to the tournament in addition to 
tournament week.

TOURNAMENT SERVICES
Admissions + Information: Distribute tournament credentials and sell tickets on-site while acting as ambassadors for the event. 
Committee members will also be scanning tickets and greeting patrons as they enter the main gates of the tournament. Volunteers 
will also be stationed around the golf course, distribute programs/pairing guides, and assist with spectator questions to help guar-
antee a great experience for all attendees.

Merchandise: Cashiers, cashier assistants, greeters and assistance with stocking and replenishment.

Volunteer Headquarters: Support tournament staff in interactions with volunteers. Primary duties include production and distribu-
tion of volunteer credentials, managing volunteer tent services and support other volunteer committees as needed during the day. 
Volunteers must be able to work during the week prior to the tournament in addition to tournament week.

Volunteer Uniform Distribution: Assist with inventory, packaging, and distribution of volunteer uniforms prior to tournament week 
and manage exchanges, sales, and inventory of remaining uniforms during tournament week. Some lifting of boxes required.

OPERATIONS SERVICES
Cart Management: Allocate golf carts to authorized personnel. Volunteers must strictly enforce all cart assignments through a 
check-on and check-out sheet. They must also ensure all carts are returned and charged daily.

On-Course Distribution: Deliver and monitor water, ice, and other supplies to various facilities on the course. May be required to lift 
heavy objects (up to 50 pounds).

HOSPITALITY SERVICES
Hospitality Ambassadors: Greet sponsors and their guests, ensure that clients with proper credentials are allowed access to the 
designated areas and ensure all hospitality guest requests are addressed.

Pro-Am + Special Events: Assist with set up, registration, gift distribution and other tasks for special events (junior clinics, spon-
sored events, etc.) and activities during Tournament week including Pro-Am Pairings Party and Pro-Am Days


